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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(delivered 15 November 1989)


GALLOP J:
This is an appeal from a judgment of a single judge of the Court allowing an appeal from a decision of a magistrate of the Territory made pursuant to the Workers' Compensation Act.	It is convenient to refer to the parties as the "worker" and the "employer" respectively.

On 8 November 1985 the worker sustained personal injury by accident while working with his crane in the employment of the employer.	He slipped on a wet surface of the platform at the rear of the truck on which the crane rested and fell from the platform to the ground striking his back on a rock.	He was incapacitated for work and for six


months was paid workers' compensation at total incapacity rates pursuant to the Act.

When the worker did not resume duty, the employer disputed that he was suffering from any continuing incapacity for work and threatened to terminate the worker's compensation payments.	The payments continued, however, but they ceased on 21 October 1986.	The worker's response to that action by the employer was to institute proceedings for workers' compensation by application dated 10 November 1986.	The orders sought in that application were:

	workers' compensation payments at the prescribed rate for the period from 21 October 1986 and continuing;


	an order that the respondent has withheld payment in breach of s.7A of the Workers' Compensation Act;
	redemption of the applicant's entitlement to weekly payments pursuant to the provisions of the Second Schedule to the Act;
	costs.



The employer filed an answer to the application dated 20 November 1986.	By then it had resumed payments of compensation at total incapacity rates and they were continued until 21 October 1987, by which time the employer had delivered to the worker a notice pursuant to s.7A of the Act.	Section 7A reads:







"7A.	WITHHOLDING OF PAYMENT

	An employer shall not, except in accordance with this Act, an Act or determination of the Tribunal, discontinue, withhold or diminish a weekly or other payment due under this Act to a person.

Penalty:	$1,000.

	

diminish Act to a
 An employer may discontinue, withhold or a weekly or other payment due under this person where -

	the person returns to his employment and is engaged in work in, or work similar to, which he was engaged prior to;	or


	subject to sub-sections (3) and (5), a medical certificate in respect of the person is issued certifying that -


	he is wholly or partially recovered from;	or


	his continued incapacity is no longer a result of,

the accident in respect of which compensation is being paid.
	An employer shall not under sub-section (2)(b) discontinue, withhold or diminish a weekly or other payment due under this Act to a person unless -
	he has given to the person a copy of the medical certificate issued under that sub-section in relation to the person together with written notification that he intends to discontinue, withhold or diminish the payment;	and
	21 days have elapsed since the giving of the medical certificate and the written notification referred to in paragraph {a).


	A person given under sub-section (3) a copy of the medical certificate issued under

sub-section (2)(b) in relation to him and written
notification referred to in sub-section (3) may, not later than 21 days after he has been given those documents, apply to the court for an order that the weekly or other payment due under this Act to him, to which that written notification relates, be not discontinued, withheld or diminished, as the case may be.

	At the hearing of an application made under sub-section (4), the court may -


	where it is satisfied that the employer seeking under this section to discontinue, withhold or diminish, as the case may be, the weekly or other payment due under this Act to the person who made the application has established a prima facie case for carrying out that action - adjourn the application on such conditions, including conditions as to payments; or
	in any other case - make such order for the continuation of the weekly or other payment referred to in paragraph ( a) ,


as it thinks fit.
	The onus of proving that a weekly or other payment due under this Act to a person should be discontinued, withheld or diminished in accordance with this section shall be on the employer seeking to carry out that action."



The worker's application was heard on 9, 10 and 11 March 1988, and 19 and 20 September 1988.	The decision was handed down on 13 January 1989.	The magistrate decided that the worker suffered personal injury by accident on 11 November 1985;	that he was totally incapacitated for work for a period of six months thereafter;	and after the expiration of that period of six months he became and remained permanently and partially incapacitated for work.
It was agreed on the hearing of this appeal that the finding of partial incapacity for only six months was a slip by the magistrate as he must have overlooked the fact that the worker had been paid total incapacity rates until
21 October 1987.	The magistrate also found that the worker was able to earn in some suitable employment the sum of $220 per week, and applied the formula of clause (lB)(b)(ii) of the Second Schedule to the Act, for calculating the appropriate rate of compensation for partial incapacity.  With reference to the mathematical approach adopted by Kearney Jin	Watkins Ltd and Another v Renata (1984) 29 NTR
38 at p.44, the worker's entitlement was calculated to be
$52 per week or 20 percent loss of the worker's capacity. The magistrate then calculated the sum of $40,000 for redemption of the worker's liability for payments of weekly compensation at the partial incapacity rate of $52 per week.

The worker appealed to the Supreme Court claiming an entitlement to compensation at total incapacity rates. The appeal was brought pursuant to s.26(1) of the Act which provides for appeals to the Supreme Court against determinations made under the Act on a question of law.	In other words, the appeal provided by s.26 is now an appeal stricto sensu.







The employer cross-appealed to the Supreme Court against the amount ordered by the magistrate by way of redemption.	The appeal and cross-appeal were heard in the Supreme Court on 26 May and 9 June 1989.	Judgment was
delivered on 14 June 1989.
made on appeal were:
 The orders and declarations



	the appeal be allowed;


	the appellant (worker) has been and remains permanently incapacitated for work and entitled to compensation on that basis;


	in default of agreement between the parties the amount of compensation be reserved for further argument;


	the respondent (employer) pay the appellant's (worker's) costs of the appeal exclusive of the costs of the hearing on 9 June 1989;
	there be liberty to the parties to apply.


The cross-appeal was not dismissed.


The employer has now appealed to this Court on the ground that the Supreme Court misdirected itself on the onus of proof.	In the course of his reasons for judgment, the learned judge considered the application of s.7A(6) of the Act and went on to say:

"Irrespective of that legislative provision which was confined, I think, to the procedure laid down in the preceding subsections of 7A, in light of the learned Magistrate's findings that I have recited above, the present case in my view is one of those cases where the onus of showing that suitable work can in fact be obtained, does fall upon the







employer.	I say this notwithstanding the
,		espondent's argument that the onus is throughout on the appellant to establish loss of earning income capacity and that the learned Magistrate's finding of 20 percent incapacity is a conclusive finding of fact.

In my judgment the learned Magistrate failed to have sufficient regard to the need for the respondent to prove that, having regard to the appellant's found physical infirmities, a suitable job was available to the appellant.	The only witness called on this question was the witness Bailey, but in my opinion his evidence falls far short of satisfying the onus, although he gave evidence of taxi driving jobs being available.
Read as a whole, his evidence cannot sustain a finding on the balance of probabilities that the appellant had available to him work he was capable of doing to the extent of three 12 hours shifts per week.	The evidence does not support the finding about exemptions from lifting baggage being available.	The hearsay evidence on this at most suggests a medical certificate might somehow be used to avoid luggage accompanied fares."


It is unnecessary to read further of that part, but a little later his Honour returned to the onus and said:

"As I have said, the respondent failed to satisfy the onus cast upon it, and it follows that the appellant, having proved incapacity to such a degree that he was only able after injury to at best drive taxis without loading luggage, and the respondent, having failed to establish that there was available suitable work for the appellant with his disabilities, the appellant should be compensated on the premise that he is totally incapacitated for work."


His Honour went on then to allow the appeal and declared that the appellant had been and remained permanently incapacitated.







In adopting that approach and casting the onus upon the employer, his Honour was guided by the famous statement of Fletcher Moulton L.J. in Cardiff Corporation v Hall (1911) 1 KB 1009 at 1020-1021:

"There can therefore be no general principle, i.e., a principle true in all cases, that in the case of partial incapacity the employer is required not only to shew what work the workman can do but also to shew that he can get such work.	But on the other hand I am also of opinion that there are cases in which the onus of shewing that suitable work can in fact be obtained does fall upon the employer who claims that the incapacity of the workman is only partial.	If the accident has left the workman so injured that he is incapable of becoming an ordinary workman of average capacity in any well-known branch of the labour market - if in other words the capacities for work left to him fit him only for special uses and do not, so to speak, make his powers of labour a merchantable article in some of the well-known lines of the labour market, I think it is incumbent on the employer to shew that such special employment can in fact be obtained by him.		If I might be allowed to use such an undignified phrase I should say that if the accident leaves the workman's labour in the position of an 'odd lot' in the labour market, the employer must shew that a customer can be found who will take it.	For in such a case we are not in truth dealing with fluctuations of the labour market at all.		We are_dealing with the chance of some one being found who can and will avail himself of the special residue of powers which has been left in the workman, and, seeing that it is the result of the accident that the workman has been made dependent on the finding of such a special employer, it is right that those who are liable to pay to him compensation for his loss of earning power should only be allowed to take credit for his partial capacity for work if they can shew that it can actually be made productive of remuneration to him. 11
I am of the firm opinion that the statements of principle in Cardiff Corporation v Hall, supra, only apply where the court is dealing with an application made by an employer to review the amount of weekly payments payable under the existing award or a prevailing agreement.
Section 7A(6) now provides for that onus of proof in statutory form.	Further, s.7A merely puts into statutory form the pre-existing case law as laid down authoritatively by the High Court in Western Australian Coastal Shipping Commission &   Anor. v Wallner (1981) 30 ALR 415.	That decision upheld the decision of the Federal Court on appeal from this Court (26 ALR 591), and the Federal Court itself had upheld the decision of the then Chief Justice (24 ALR at 93)•


Being firmly of that opinion, the question is whether the application before the magistrate was an application by an employer to review the amount of weekly payments payable under the existing award or a prevailing agreement, or whether it was a primary application accompanied by a claim for redemption.	It was conceded, and I believe rightly, by counsel for the worker that the proceedings before the magistrate were proceedings in respect of a claim for compensation pursuant to s.7 of the Act, providing an entitlement to compensation in respect of personal injury by accident arising out of or in the course
of employment, accompanied by a claim for redemption of that entitlement pursuant to clause 12 of the Second Schedule to the Act.

In those circumstances, it is clear law as laid down by the High Court in J & H Timbers Proprietary Limited v Nelson (1972) 126 CLR at 625, that the onus remains upon the worker to establish that he has suffered personal injury by accident arising out of or in the course of his employment and that, as a result, he has sustained some incapacity for work.	A worker who has made out those facts may not be entitled at any particular time to payment of compensation, since his right may be dormant (Thompson v Armstrong & Royse Proprietary Limited (1950) 81 CLR 585 at
596) or suspended (Portland Colliery Co Limited v Murray (1923) AC 566 at 574).

In my view, the Workers' Compensation Act imposes on the worker the burden of showing that the amount for which he contends may lawfully be awarded.	If the material on which the Court is entitled to act does not enable it to quantify the worker's right in accordance with the Act, the worker would be entitled to no more than a declaratory order.	I quote from the various passages of the majority
of the High Court in J & H Timbers Proprietary Limited v
Nelson, supra, remembering that it was a majority decision
of three to two.	I quote only from the judgments of the
individual judges of the majority. p.636:
 
Menzies J. said at


"In this Court it has been decided that, to warrant the making of an award, a worker claiming an award of compensation must prove not only injury and incapacity for work, but, where that incapacity is less than total, financial loss."


His Honour then goes on to quote from Latham CJ in Thompson
v Armstrong & Royse Pty. Ltd.:


"The cases show that in order that an employer should become liable actually to pay compensation in respect of a particular period there must be (1) an injury of the worker as defined in the Act;	(2) a resulting incapacity for doing the work for which he was earning wages;	(3) a consequent economic loss of wages.	If in fact he is still receiving those wages in respect of a particular period he fails to establish the third element and the employer is not liable in respect of that period - though he would become liable if, the incapacity continuing, he ceased to pay the wages."


Menzies J. goes on to say:



In Phillips v The Commonwealth (1964) 110 CLR 347, the Court decided that the onus lies upon an employee to show that he should be awarded compensation as a person partially incapacitated with a diminished earning capacity."


His Honour then reviews the earlier and different view taken by the Full Court of the Supreme Court of New









South Wales in Bryer v Metropolitan Water Sewerage and Drainage Board (1939) 39 SR (NSW) 321, and he quotes from Jordan CJ, citing Cardiff Corporation v Hall, supra, as authority for the proposition that the burden of proving that the incapacity established by the worker is partial only, and if so, of proving the other facts necessary to involve a limitation of payments under s.11 of the New South Wales Act (there is no material difference so far as the present Act is concerned) is upon the employer.

Menzies J. at p.638 goes on to say:


"In my opinion this Court should follow the guidance afforded by the decisions of this Court. My reason for this depends not merely upon the superior authority of the decisions of this Court to Bryer's Case.	Those decisions, rather than Bryer's Case, manifest, I think, a correct appreciation of the relationship of ss.9 and 11 of the Workers' Compensation Act."


A little further on at 638 he repeats in relation to the difference between the two components of a partial incapacity award:

"The onus of proving that there is such a difference rests upon the worker seeking the award and not upon the employer opposing the application."







Finally, Menzies J. at the very end of his judgment at 641, says:


"	the true position is that the onus was upon the worker to provide material upon which the court could make an award according to the requirements of s.11.	The worker having provided no material sufficient for that purpose, the award made was not in conformity with s.11."


In the circumstances the appeal was allowed.


I move to the judgment of Owen J., which is particularly instructive.	He says at p.644 that he had had the advantage of reading the judgment prepared by Menzies J., he agrees with it and wishes to add only a few words.
He says:


"I have no doubt that in a case in which an employer seeks to have an award for weekly payments ended or diminished under s.60 of the Act the onus lies on him to establish all the facts necessary to justify such a course being taken by the Commission.	And I would point out that in each of the two cases, namely, Proctor & Sons v Robinson [1911] 1 KB 1004 and Cardiff Corporation v Hall [1911] 1 KB 1009, upon which Jordan CJ relied in Bryer's Case (1930) 39 SR (NSW) 321 for the proposition that 'the burden of proving that the incapacity established by the worker is partial only, and, if so, of proving the other facts necessary to involve a limitation of payments under
s.11 is upon the employer' the Court was dealing with an application made by the employer to review the amount of weekly payments payable under an existing award.	Where, however, a worker claims that an award should be made in his favour on the ground that he is partially incapacitated it seems to me that it is a necessary part of his case to establish the facts necessary to enable the







Commission to determine what is the 'difference' to w ich s.11(1)(a) of the Act refers, namely, 'the difference between the weekly amount which the worker would probably have been earning as a worker but for the injury and had he continued to be employed in the same or comparable employment, and the average weekly amount he is earning, or is able to earn, in some suitable employment or business, after the injury', so that it may proceed to fix the appropriate sum to be awarded."


As he says at 645, that


"	accords with what Latham CJ said in Thompson v Armstrong & Royse Pty Ltd, supra, and the decision of the Court in Phillips v The
Commonwealth (1964) 110 CLR 347.	With all respect to those who sat in Bryers' Case, I am of the opinion that what Latham CJ said in Thompson's Case (1950) 81 CLR 585 and what this Court decided in Phillips Case should be followed and that this appeal should therefore be allowed."


Lastly, the passages from the judgment of Gibbs J. (as he then was) at 649 are particularly pertinent:

"The two decisions which his Honour cited in support of this proposition were both cases in which an employer applied for a reduction of the amount of compensation which had been awarded to a workman on the basis of total incapacity, and it was held that the employer, who contended that the incapacity was no longer total, bore the onus of proving the case which he put forward:	see Proctor & Sons v Robinson [1911] 1 KB at p.1008 and Cardiff Corporation v Hall [1911] 1 KB at p.1016.	These cases therefore are not authority for the wide statement made by Jordan CJ.	Moreover, it is contrary to principle to say that a party who is opposing an award should bear the onus of establishing facts which would show that no award should be made, or that less than total compensation should be awarded.	It is true  that the right to compensation which is given to a
worker by s.7 of the Act is not cut down by ss.9 and 11 which prescribe the amount of compensation payable (cf. Mccann v Scottish Co-operative Laundry Association Ltd [1936) 1 All ER at pp.478-480), and that a worker who establishes that he has received a personal injury arising out of or in the course of his employment, and that as a result he has sustained some incapacity for work, is in general entitled to receive at least some worker's compensation from his employer (Kandos Coomber Colliery Co. Ltd. v Bromwich (1948) 77 CLR 371 at pp.377-378).	However, a worker who has made out those facts may not be entitled at any particular time to payment of compensation, since his right may be dormant (Thompson v Armstrong & Royse Pty.
Ltd. (1950) 81 CLR at p.596), or suspended (Portland Colliery Co. Ltd v Murray [1923) AC 566 at p.574).	Clearly, the Workers' Compensation Commission may not make an award of an amount which exceeds the limits set by ss.9 and 11."


Further at 650 he says:


"The true position in my opinion is that both ss.9 and 11 deal with the measurement of the right to compensation which s.7 confers.	If the material on which the Commission is entitled to act does not enable it to quantify the worker's right in accordance with those sections, the worker would be entitled to no more than a declaratory order.
The view that the onus lies on the worker, and not on the employer, of establishing any facts necessary to show that the limits imposed by ss.9 and 11 are not exceeded is supported by the remarks of Latham CJ in Thompson v Armstrong and Royse Pty. Ltd. (1950) 81 CLR at p.598, although the Court was divided in that case, and his Honour's remarks cannot be regarded as representing the view of the
whole Court.	In Phillips v The Commonwealth
(1964) 110 CLR at p.351, the Court held that an applicant for compensation under the Commonwealth Employees' Compensation Act 1930 (Cth) (as amended) bore the onus of proving the diminution of his earning capacity, and although the provisions of that statute are different in many respects from those of the Act, this decision is in accord with the opinion I have reached."
I read the next passage because of Mr Waters' submissions as to the sufficiency and the weight that should be attached to the evidence:


"I have already said that I do not think that the question where this onus lies is of much importance in an ordinary case.	This is because of the
well-established rule that the Commission is
entitled to make use of its judicial knowledge as to such matters as rates of wages and availability of employment."


Gibbs J. then quotes Bryer v Metropolitan Sewerage & Drainage Board;	Kemp v Darling Nylon Stevedoring & Lighterage Co. Ltd (1959) 76 WN (NSW) 707;	and Australian Iron & Steel Pty Ltd v Elliott (1966) 67 SR (NSW) 87 at p.94., and he refers also to the provision that, if the employer fails to provide suitable employment, the worker is deemed to be totally incapacitated.

He goes on:


"In many cases therefore little evidence will be required to enable the Commission to determine the amount of compensation to which a worker is entitled under ss.9 and 11    of the Act.	To say this, however, does not mean that the burden is removed from the worker and cast on to the employer
... The Commission can use its general knowledge of the labour market, but it is not expected to have, or if it has it cannot use, particular knowledge of the facts of an individual case."







So, in this case, it being a primary application, as was contended for by counsel for the employer and conceded by counsel for the worker, it appears clear to me that in the proceedings before the magistrate, the worker accepted the onus and set out to prove total incapacity before the magistrate.	He failed in that endeavour but managed to prove partial incapacity and got an award of redemption of his compensation rights accordingly.

In other words, it is my view that the Judge was wrong because Cardiff Corporation v Hall simply had no application to the application which was before the magistrate and which was being reviewed on a question of law before the judge of the Supreme Court.	He applied the wrong onus and on that ground alone, in my view, the appeal should be allowed.

In deference to Mr Waters' arguments on behalf of the worker, which were to the effect that the evidence, in any event, would not support the findings of fact and the conclusions reached by the magistrate were not logical conclusions, I disagree.



evidence;
 In my opinion, the evidence of Bailey was cogent it was evidence as to rates of wages and the
availability of work in the taxi industry, the availability







of that sort of work on a part-time basis to a partially disabled person and the way in which a person would be remunerated, that is, sharing the return with his employer on a 50/50 basis.	Bailey also gave some indication of the sort of money that could be earned.

It is to be noted that the sort of money that could be earned working three shifts a week and earning about $75 per shift is about the sort of figure which the magistrate adopted as the residual earning capacity of the worker.

There was medical evidence before the magistrate, which it appears he reviewed with some care.	With regard to the evidence of the applicant, the magistrate seems to have made an assessment of the demeanour of the worker as a witness, based not only upon his own observations but also the observations of others when the worker was not aware that he was being observed.

Mr Waters directed much argument to the weight of that evidence, particularly by comparing that evidence with evidence in other cases and the approach which has been
taken in other cases. approach in this case.
 In my view that is not a legitimate There was evidence to support the
magistrate's findings and there was, in fact, no error of

law made by the Magistrate.
' '





Section 26 no longer provides for a review of findings of fact on evidence which is credible, nor from inferences and conclusions drawn from credible evidence, and I need say no more about it because it has all been said by the Chief Justice in Nader Jones' case and, indeed, in  Fummo.

The orders I would propose, having regard to the agreement that the amount of redemption or the amount to represent redemption of the worker's entitlement is $32,000, are as follows:

	that the appeal be allowed;



	that the orders of the Supreme Court made on

14 June 1989 and the supplementary orders made on 12 July 1989 be set aside;

	an order restoring the order for redemption but substituting the sum of $32,000 for the sum of $43,380, as was recorded by the magistrate;


	an order for medical and like expenses in the sum of $2,248.

I further propose an order that the worker pay the costs of the appeal to this Court and to the Supreme Court.




ASCHE CJ I agree with the judgment delivered by my brother Gallop, with his reasons and with the orders he proposes.




RICE J:	I too so agree.

